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Saturday, July 5 of 2014

EXTRA MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED DURING THE 12th MARATHON OF THE
DIVINE MERCY, IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

Today, Christ came in a different way than at other times, because He manifested a deep silence,
through which He said many things. He spoke through a feeling, He did not speak with words,
scenes nor visions.

After some time He gave us some orientations and He showed us a part of His Sacred Heart, that
part that lives an affliction for humanity; which He told us is very unknown to souls and is very
distant from the current humanity; because it is a form of spiritual pain that He lives all the time for
us.

He was referring, mainly, to the souls that are incarnated at this moment, to all humanity, for the
actions that they commit towards the whole Universe of God. Because He said that behind every
action there is a very great repercussion in the universe, whether it is positive or not positive.

He transmitted to us a very serene Message so that we can meditate on it, it was His aspiration on
this day.

Then, He descended over the altar and consecrated the bread and the wine, and He told us that
what He could only give us is His Love and His Faith, because whoever seeks them will never lack
them.

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús transmits the Words of Christ Jesus:

While My Footprints are marked again over the earth of your world, My Heart announces to you
and to the entire world the time of tribulation.

May your feelings not be detained by the consequences that humanity will soon suffer if it does not
change, but that your feeling of love may seek to unite themselves to Mine all of the time; in this
way you will be free from the mistakes that many souls will commit to offend Me.

I make you to discover day and night the universe of My Unfathomable Mercy, I bring you from the
Heights the Greater Wisdom, that which will prepare you for the final moments.  My Heart does not
come to announce fear to you; I come in search of those that in the beginning made the commitment
of redemption with Me.

I have wished for a long time that all the souls may come to Me, but because of everything that
happens in this time, and how the hearts are deceived and diverted from the path, I know that this
will not happen.
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May your true work be the constant search of My Spirit, because in solitude and in emptiness I give
you the divine strength.  In joy and in jubilation I pour to you My Divine Mercy.

I know that many will fall from My Arms prematurely; for this, pray, pray to My Sacred Heart so
that I may calm down in all the souls the fear of God.  Your Father is Pity, but He is also Justice and
Compassion.

It is the hour to recognize yourself as a Child of God, but it is also the hour to define the path to
follow, it does not matter which one.  Know well, there will be no greater happiness than the one
that I have offered you for two thousand or so years, after the Cross.

Permit that I may show you the true history of yours souls, in this way you will know what you
have come to this world for, from so far away.  You will know for what I have been lovingly here
among you all this time.

But I know that many will not seek the Kingdom of God, out of wanting to seek it outside
themselves.  Woe unto them!  How it pains My Pious Heart when the ones who were close to Me in
this time, turn their back on Me.

Know My dears that I do not come to judge you, I come to show the value and the infinite power of
your inner Christs.  They are the sap of life, they are the incarnated purity in the bodies of all of
those who live today. For this may your search not be detained, may it be constant, in this way you
will relieve Me and it will have been worth My while to have come to you for so long.  Do not fear
to remain alone and without friends, My Friendship is un-transferrable and pure, My desire is to
make your steps mature.  You are not children anymore, now you must be Apostles who emit the
clamor of My Voice to the four corners of the Earth.

May your medicine be prayer, so that the torch of fire is not extinguished and may illuminate you in
this dark night that is approaching.

My Absolute Peace, My Unbreakable Love may be for all the beings of good will, those who will
face the end of the times.

Under the Love of God, be prodigious; that your hearts may be seeds of the fruits that will be born
in a short time.

Thank you for being with Me today!

Christ Jesus of Mercy

 

Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús:

And then, through a sign of light, He departed making a blessing with the Sign of the Cross.

 

Mother María Shimani de Montserrat:
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It looks like we have many things to reflect on and also a lot to be grateful for; because these
warnings of Our Lord, which He gives us with His Infinite Love, would not be possible in another
time; and thus, warned about what is right and what is not, we have the possibility to make better
spiritual decisions of life.

Yesterday, He spoke to us about obedience and He told us that when we are blind, when we suffer,
when we do not find the way, the exit, but we know that we have a purpose to fulfill with Him,
obeying the path the He marks for us, will be the difference between saving our lives and not.

 

Therefore, all who are in the dark, who today feel far from the Heart of Our Lord, can make
that practice of obeying that Purpose, that Purpose that one day was a fire in their heart, because
that will save their lives.

We will see each other again tomorrow, at 3 pm, through Misericordia Maria TV, but from 8 in the
morning, we will be praying because we have to pray 1500 beads of the Chaplet of Divine Mercy,
that moment that we anticipate every month.

So we say goodbye here and we will meet with you all tomorrow at 3 pm and, in the Heart of Our
Lord, early tomorrow morning, praying and singing

Thank you, Lord, for all that you give us!


